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Verti-Lifter Stand Up Floor Tile Puller 
Models A6550 & A6555

Instructions for Proper Use of the  
Verti-Lifter Stand Up Floor Tile Puller  

Thank you for your purchase. The following are instructions for safe use of your 
new Verti-Lifter.

To Attach To Attach the Verti-Lifter, place the suction cups on top of a clean floor 
tile that is lying flat. With your hand gripping the top of the handle (#1), gently 
press down on the handle forcing air out between the suction cups and the  
floor tile. Removing the air creates a vacuum seal. You will know that the suction 
cups have sealed onto the floor tile because they will compress downward  
and remain flat.

To Release the vacuum seal, place the palm of your hand on the top of the  
handle and lift up gently on the release trigger with your fingertips until the 
suction cups disengage. The release trigger (#2) is located below the top of the 
handle. Do not lift up on the Verti-Lifter handle until the suction cups disengage 
completely. The release bar on the base may bend if the release trigger is lifted 
with excessive force, causing it to eventually break. 

Do not lift the release trigger while attaching the 
Verti-Lifter to the floor tile. Only lift the release trigger after the 
Verti-Lifter has safely been attached to a floor tile - when you need to release the 
suction cups from the floor tile. Lifting up on the release trigger while attaching  
the Verti-Lifter’s suction cups to the floor tile may cause the release trigger to  
eventually break.

•  Make sure that the floor tile is resting either in its frame or is on the floor 
before lifting up on the release trigger. Do not release the suction cups when  
the weight of the load is being supported by the Verti-Lifter. 

•  Use the Verti-Lifter only as a hand lifting tool for short term handling.

•  The Verti-Lifter works best on a clean and smooth floor tile. You may want 
to clean a floor tile with a rag or paper towel before lifting it. Also, if the floor 
tile is badly scratched on the surface, the suction cups will not fully seal and the 
Verti-Lifter may only hold for a short time. We recommend replacing those floor 
tiles if they are to be lifted repeatedly.

•  When finished using the Verti-Lifter, store it with the suction cups in their 
natural relaxed position. Storing it on its side or leaning it against a cabinet 
or table could cause the cups to become misshapen thereby creating a small 
gap for air when being used. We recommend storing the Verti-Lifter on a Wall 
Bracket so that there is no weight being placed on the rubber suction cups.  
We offer a variety of Wall Brackets.

•  For lifting floor tiles we only recommend the Verti-Lifter with  
dual 5” diameter suction cups; which is rated to safely lift up  
to 75 lbs./34 kg. We sell Verti-Lifters with dual 4” diameter suction cups  
for lifting small, lightweight floor tiles. We recommend the dual 4” diameter 
Verti-Lifter for floor tiles that do not exceed 30 lbs./14 kg.

1. Handle

2. Release Trigger

3. Aluminum Hex Nut 

  4. Steel Pipe

  5. Steel Hex Nut

  6. Release Bar

7. Release Hook

8. Base

9. Vacuum Suction Cup

Parts List

Effective date: September 2017.
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